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Causal Factors in Railroad-Highway Grade
Crossing Accidents
WI

LLIAM D. BERG, KARL KNOBLAUCH, AND WAYNE HUCKE

This study examines the contr¡buting factors of rail-highway grade crossing
acc¡dents at crossings tfiat have flashing light or crossbuck warning devices'
A conceptual model of driver behavior was adapted to the rail-highway grade
doss¡ng situat¡on so that a vehicle'train accident could be dlaracterized in
terms of the event sequence that led to the collision and the prevailing con'
dit¡ons that were believed to have contr¡buted s¡gn¡ficantly to the occurrence
of the accident. A total of 79 veh¡cle'train acc¡dents that occurred in North
Carolina and Wisconsin were reconstructed and analyzed for patterns of
driver error and contribut¡ng factors. The findings revealed thât, at cross'
in$ that have flashers, the credibility of the warn¡ng device is a more im'
portant problem than ¡ts consP¡cu¡ty. Lack of credibility occurs because
of unnecessarily long warn¡ng t¡mes. At crossings that have crossbucks,
driver failure to recognize the presence or approach of a tra¡n was the
most-common problem. The pr¡ncipal contr¡but¡ng factors were low
driver expectancy of a hazard and inadequate quadrant-sight distance.
Potential safety countermeasures were identified based on the contribut'
ing factor patterns.

Despíte extensive research, clifferences in opinion
still re¡nain regarding the major causes of vehicular
accidents at rail-highway grade crossings. Factors
frequently considered as najor contributors to
crossing accidents are (a) inadequate signing and
signals, (b) lack of credibility and conspicuity of
warning devicesr (c) driver inattention or risk-takingr and (d) alcoholThe purpose of this study (I) was to identify
patterns of contributing factors for vehicle-train
accidents by using a case-study approach. The term
contributing factor was used in lÍeu of causal factor to denote a set of prevailing conditions that'
when present, can lead to or be associated with a
type of accident. À causal factor would denote that
the factor was the cause of the accident and once it
vJas present an accident must occur or, converselyr
in its absence an accident wouLcl not occur' The
scope of the research was limíted to crossings that
have crossbuck or flashing-light warning devices
that had recently experienced a vehicle-train accident. Àccidents that involved alcohol or a stalled
vehicle were excluded. The Presence of aLcohol was
considered to dominate any other contributing factor. Stalled-vehicle accidents were assumed to be
due to a vehícle breakdown rather than to a driverrefated error.
RESEARCH APPROACH

A driver behavior moclel was devetoped for the railhighway grade crossing situatíon so that a vehicletrain accident could be characterizecl in terms of
the event sequence that led to the collision and the
prevailing conditions that were believed to have
contributed significantly to the occurrence of the
accident. The assignment of contributing factors
for any given accident required that the operational
steps in the driving guidance ånd control process be
specified futly. Fundamentally, an accident occurs
because a driver is unable to select an aPpropriate
speed and path through a roadway segment or is unable to successfully carry out that decision'
Driver error is not the essential considerationt
rather, the prevailing conditions interacted to
create the opportunity for driver error. These prevailing conditions can encompass the fulI range of
driver, vehicLe, and roadway characteristics.

Driver Behavior

Model

A useful model for conceptualizing these behavior
relations is one for¡nulated by l4ichaels (21 and
shown in Figure 1. The nodel dePícts the operational steps in the driving guidance and control
process in the context of a driver-vehicle-roadway
systen. The btocks labeled sensory detection, perception, analytic oPerationsr decisionmaking, and
control resPonse constitute the basic chain of the
driving guidance and control process. A breâkdovtn at
any one of these tasks cån lead to an accident'
The perfor¡nance of these tasks is shown to be a
function of a variety of inforrnation inputs fron the
driver-vehicle-roadway system. In the context of the
rail-highway grade crossing, roadway geonetry includes the various design features of the street or
hiqhway as well as the crossing itself. Visual field
structure refers to the objects, lines, edges' road
textures, and contrasts within the driverts visual
field. Traffic information includes the velocities
and positions of other vehicles, including approaching trains. Infor¡nation about vehicle response to
adjustments in speed and path are transmitted to the
driver by neans of physical sensations or visual
reading of dashboard instruments. Weather and 1ight
conditions affect the driving process by altering
the avaílable tire-roadway friction as weII as the
anount of information that can be seen and used for
vehicle control.
Traffic control devices, including warning devices at the rail-highway crossing, inform or misinform the driver, depending in part on their conThe driver's prior knowlspicuity and credibility.
uãg" influences expectancy regarding various
rail-highway crossing situations and, therefore, the
way in which he or she responds to the hazard presented by the crossing. VehicLe lype and condiÈion
also influence the response of drivers to hazardous
situations. FinaIIyr the driver's own physioLogical
and psychological state wilI modify the entire guidance and control Process.
Possible driver-vehicle-roadway interactions are
numerous and conplex. If reasonable countermeasures
to accidents at grade cross'ings are to be developed,
then the príncipal interaction patterns that are active in the case of vehicle-train accídents nust be
identifiecl, categorized, and interpreted in the context of a systenatic model of driver behavior' For
the purposes of this study, the basic tasks in the
driving guidance and control process rr'ere agqregated
into three ele¡nents: recognition, decision' and act ion.

ii¡e hypothesized that the occurrence of a vehicletrain accident was the result of a recognition, decision, or action error. A recognition error was
defined as a breakdown in the detection or perception of information necessåry to (a) recognize the
presencè or approach of a train and (b) identify the
available actions that i{ould avoid a collision. A
decision error was defined as a breakdown in either
the analysis of that infornation or the selection of
an appropriate co11isíon-avoidance maneuver. For
this type of errorr we assumed thaÈ the necessary
information to perforn these tasks has been detected
and perceived in sufficient tine to make a decision
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Figure 1. Operational steps in dr¡ver gu¡dance and control,
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and cotnplete the maneuver successfully. An action
error was defined as the failure to successfully
execute what would have been an appropriate colli_
sion-avoidance maneuver.

rnformation-Handling

Zones

The evaluation of the possible presence of recogni-

tion, decisíon, or action errors associated with
rail-highway crossing accidents reguired that these
basic tasks be considered within the context of a
specific set of tirne-space relations for a vehicletrain encounter. The principles of infornationhandling zones as defined by positive-guidance concepts (3) were used for this purpose.
The approach to a grade crossing h,here an accident had occurred was divided into three zones, as
illusÈrated in Figure 2. An area that extended 15
ft on either side of the centerline of the tracks
(centerline of outside sets of tracks in the case of
a multíple-track crossing) rdas defined as the hazard
zone, or the area in which impact between a vehicle
and a train could occur. An area lmnediately upstream of the hazard zone e¡as defined ås the nonrecovery zone. The length of thís zone was equiva_
lent to the mininum stopping-sight distance based on
the prevailing surface conditions of the roadway and
the reconstructed initial approach speed of the vehicle prior to the accídent. Located imrnediately upstream of the nonrecovery zone was the approach
zone. Its length was equivalent to the difference
between the decision-sight distance (-l) tor the
posted or assu¡ned speed limit and the computed
length of the nonrecovery zone.
The rail approach on which the involved train v¡as
noving was also divided into zones. Two critical
zones were defined based on the sight-distance requirements of the involved motorist. The criticat
track zone for a moving vehicle reprêsented the distance that the involved train would travel during
the time required for the subject motor vehicl€r âpproaching at the reconstructed initial
speed, to
traverse the nonrecovery and hazard zones. The
critícal moving vehícle track zone, therefore, con-

stituted the minimu¡n desirable quadrant-si9ht distance under the conditions that prevailed for a
given vehicle-traín accident. In the context of the
previously defined recognition, decision, and action
tasks, safe driving performance would reguire that
the driver recognize an âctivated signal (if present) or the approaching train before he or she
entered the nonrecovery zone. If the train had
entered the critical track zone by the time the
driver reached the beginning of the nonrecovery
zone, the appropriate clecision would be to stop. If
the train had yet to reach the critical zone¡ the
driver could maintâin vehicle speed and safely traverse the crossing ahead of the train.
The crÍticaL track zone for a vehicle stopped innediately in advance of the hazard zone represented
the distance that the involved train would travel
during the time required for the motorist to decide
to proceed and then to accelerate and träverse the
hazard zone. The critical stopped vehicle track
zone, therefore, constituted the minimum desirable
stop-line sight distance (9) for the conditions associated with a given vehicle-train accident. Safe
driving performance would require that a driver who
had stopped at the beginning of the hazard zone must
recognize lrhether or not the approaching train was
within the critical track zone. If the train is in
the critical zone, the appropriate decision would be
to wait until the train has passed. If the train
has yet to enter the critical zone, the driver could
accelerate and traverse the crossing ahead of the
train.
Pre-Crash-Event Seguences
The basic recognition, decision, and action steps of
the driving.guidance and control process ¡,ere inte-

grated within the ínfornation-handling zone framework to produce a set of logic flowcharts that characterize the critical sequence of events that precede a vehicle-train accident. Each unique event
sequence was to be examined for predoninant pâtterns
of contributing driver-vehicle-roadway factors.
These joint patterns of event sequences and con-
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tributing factors would then serve as the foundation
for charâcterizing the behavorial causes of various
types of vehicle-train accidents' the frequency with
which these patterns apPeared, ând potential countermeasures that might be considered.
Flgure 3 illustrâtes the togÍc flowchart for
event sequences anal categories of driver error at
crossings that have crossbuck warning devices. The
chart shoers an event sequence that goês fron toP to
bottom. At each recogniÈion, decision, or action
point' the alternåtlve Paths are identified. The
chârt, therefore¡ appears as a tree lthose branches
terninate with collislon between the vehicle and
traln. Because each Path or branch is unique¡ the
driver error that resultêd in the accident is identifleal both by lyPe (recognition, decisionr or action) r and by a nurnber that references the specific
event sequence.

For exampler three Possible decision errors were
deflned: D!, D2, ând D3. In each case, the driver
iE believed Èo have recognized the train fro¡n the
approach zone. For the DI and DZ eÊÍots, the driver
recognizes the traln but decldes to naintain hls or
her initial speed and enters the nonrecovery zone.
once withÍn the nonrecovery zoner the driver elther
decides to attempt to traverse the crossing ahead of
lhe approach train (error DI) or decides to nake an
emergency stop by placing the vehicle into a skid
(error D2). fn tbe case of ä D3 error, the driver
stops in advance of the hazaril zone but decldes to
traverse the crossing after the apProaching train
has entered the crÍtica1 track zone. In each of the
above situations, a decision error has been ¡nade.
The prevailing driverr vehlcler and roadway conditions must then be exanined to determine if there is
a plausible exPlanation for the driverrg behavior.
In addition to the three types of decision êElof,¡

Figure 3 iltustrates the event sequences for four
types of recognition errors and tv¡o types of action
errors. Flgure 4 ¿lepicts the similar even sequences
and drÍver errors associated with crossings thaÈ
have flashing-Iight warning devices.
DATA COLLECTION

Case-Êtudy accidents were selected from Wisconsin
and North Carolina because of the completeness and

accessibility of poLíce accident rePorts for

1978

and I9?9 vehicle-train accidents. Crossings that had

experienced accidents were sorted first by type of
warning device (flashing light or crossbuck) and

then by county. In Wisconsin, accident sites were
only identified for the six contiguous southeastern
counties of !¡lilwaukee, Waukeshar Dane' Jeffersont
Rock, and Dodge. This selection was ¡nade to Li¡nit
travel tine between crossing locations during the
field investigations.
The Federal Railroad Ad¡nínistration (FRÀ) was
then contacted to procure the U.S. Departnent of
TransportatÍon-Association of A¡nerican Railroads
crossing inventory informaÈÍon printouts and the FRÀ
rail-highway grade crossing accident-incident reports for each of the accident sites. These rePorts
were subsequently merged with the PoIice accident
reports provided by each state. Based on time and
resource constraints, approxinately 80 accidents
were to be selected for reconstruction and causation
analysis.

rn älisconsin, a random sanple of 22 flashinglight crossings and 14 crossbuck crossings wås
selected. Ihe 22 flashing-1ight crossings hacl 24
âccidents during 1978 and 1979. The f4 crossbuck
crossings experienced 16 accidents in 1978 ând 1979.
In North Carolina, 19 flashing-Iiqht crossings
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Logic flowchart for dr¡ver error at interactions that have crossbuck warning devices.
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were chosen on a rando¡n basis. A sâmple of 20
crossbuck sites was then chosen so that these crossings would cluster around the selected flashinglight crossings to minimize travel time during the
field studies. Each crossing experienced only one
accident during the tr.ro-year study period.
Each accident site was then visited to collect
data on sight distance, roadway design features' and
roadside conditions that rnight influence driver behavior. In additionr each accident wa6 reconstructed in the cÕntext of the event sequence charts
shown in Figures 3 ancl 4. Procedurallyr this ínvolved use of skidmark data, reported vehicle and
train approach speeds, and the accident report narrative to establish the action taken by the driver
and the corresponding positions of the vehicle and
train at the critical decision and acÈion points.
Notations were also ¡nade regarding those factors
that night have influenced driver behavior and,
therefore, contributed to the cause of the accident.
CONTRIBUTING FACTOR PATTERNS AND COUNTERI'IEASURES

Each accident vras assigne¿l to one of the pre-crashevent sequences shown in Figures 3 and 4. In so¡ne

cases, an alternative event sequence was defined

due

to incomplete infor¡nation about what the driver
actually recognized and vrhat decision Yras made. By
using information from the site investigations and
accident-reconstruction analyses' the next step was
to list the principal factors that erere believed to
have contributed tÕ the occurrence of each accident.
Based on the relative frequency with which various
factors were cited' patterns of predoninant contributing factors and potential counterneasures were
then identified. The results of this process are
sunmarized in Tables I and 2 and discussed below.
Action errors do not åppear because none of the investigated accidents was attributable to this type
of error.
Recoqnition Errors at Crossinqs That Have Flashers

of the 43 vehicle-train accidents investigated, 3344 percent involved sorne form of driver recognitlon
error, and 53-71 Percent were attributed to some
form of decision error. The range in frequency is
due to uncertainty in assignÍng type of driver error
for sone of the accidlents.
The information presented in Table I reveals that
the ¡nos!-frequent recognition error involves a
driver's failure to detect the presence of either
the signal or the train. Of the accidents that involved recognition errors, 79-84 Percent of the
drivers did not detect the signal when they were Ín
the approach zone and had the opportunity to bríng
their vehicles to a safe stop without Placing the
vehicle into a skid.
The principal contributing factors for those accidents that involved recognition errors reveal
several patterns that have similar potential counterneasures. External distractíons that can produce
an information overload or divert a motoristrs attention fro¡n the driving task s¡as a recurring factor. Typical distractions included visual clutter,
adjacent intersections, multiple
heaw traffic,
lanes, rough crossings, and slippery Pavenent (i.e.'
wet, snow- or ice-covered). This factor often aPpeared in combination with the Presence of an
elderly driver who may have reduceil information-processing abilities (error tyPe Rl) and with situations in which the signal is obscured fro¡n view due
to inadequate approach-sight distance or adverse
weather conditions (error types RI and R2). countermeasures for these types of accidents include increasing signal and possibly train conspicuity. Sig-

'by
instalnal conspicuÍti ¡night be increased simply
J.ing additional signals, such as on cantilevers, or
by increasing their target val.ue through the use of
12-in roundels or supplenentary strobe lights. À1though no inforrîation eras avaiLable to determíne
whether train conspicuity was a Problenr the use of
roof-¡nounted strobe Ií9hts and high-target-value
locomotive paint schemes constitute potentially eff ective countermeasures.
Rêcognition error type R4 rePresents a unique
problern where inadequate sight distance is available
to drivers of large trucks that have slopPed at the
crossing. The sight obstruction is created by the
combination of an acute crossing angle and a large
truck that has restricted visibility to the side and
rear. Possible countermeasures to this problem include the use of gates at crossings that have a high
percentage of trucks and an acute crossing angle or
driver-education materials specifically oriented to
truck drivers that would explain precautions that
should be taken at this type of grade crossing.
Design Errors at Crossings That Have Flashers

of driver error noted at crossings equipped with flashers gras a
decision error. In 9l-93 percent of these accidentsr the driver had recognized the activatetl signa1 from the aPProach zone and either failed to stop
or delayed the decision to stoP until the vehicle
was in the nonrecovery zone. The predominant pattern
of contributing factors to these accidents involved
extended signal warning time (in excess of 30 s).
This factor $¡as usually accomPanied by one or more
of the following: conpeting inputs such as multiPle
tracks and heavy vehicular traffic volume, limited
quadrant-sight distance' or inexperienced or elderly
drivers.
warning times in excess of 30 s rePresented an
unnecessarily long advance warning of the aPProach
of a train. Thus' åIthough the activated signal
cLearly indicated that a train was in the vicinity
of the crossing, the train could still be sufficiently far away that ít did not constitute an inmediate hazard to rnotorists. The frequently observed pattern of motorists crossing railroad tracks
while flashers are operating is believed to be due
in large part to extended warning times. Based on
the length of the track circuit as measured cluríng
the field studiesr warning tines provided for the
accident-involved trains were found to average about
70 s and ranged uP to almost 9 ¡nin.
The cause of the extended warning times was due
primarily to the presence of a lold-speed train v¡ithin a track circuit that had been designed for
higher-speed operations. This incompatibility between train speed and track cÍrcuit could occur in
two ways. First, there night be a wide range in
train speeds over the crossingr as could occur near
yard areas where switching movements are comnon. A1ternatively, the track circuit ¡nay originally have
been designed on the basis of high-speed Passenger
trains that no longer oPerate over the crossing.
Based on the inventory data available for the samPle
accident sítes' the existence of extended warning
times was probably a co¡ûnon occurrence at these
crossings. This would have an adverse effect on the
credibility of the warning device, especially for
those motor vehicle oPerators who tend to drive aggressively and avoid delays or lost tirne. The Presence of heavy traffic flow also creates pressure to

The rnost-frequent (53-71 percent) type

rnaintain speecl and avoid stopping.
The frequent presence of limited quadrant-sight

distance often effectively delayed the point at
which the driver was actually able to observe the
train. This tended to cornpound the extendeal warning
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Table

1. Driver errors, astociated contributing facton.

Type of Driver

and possible countermeæures at crossings tfiat have flæhers.

Frequency

Eror'

Pre-Crash-Event Sequence

(%)

Principal Contributing Factors

Possible Countermeasures

RI

DriYer does not detect signal or t¡ain

I2-t6

Elderly driver, external dist¡actions, limited quadrant-sight
distanæ

Increase signal and train conspicuity

Driver recognizes signal
o¡ train f¡om non¡ecovery zone, attempts
to stop

7-9

Visibility of signal obscured
Visibility of signal obscured
due to adverse weather,

Same as

R2

R3

Driver recognizes

5-7

I

slippery pâvement

signal

Internal distractions; external
distractions-multilane highway, heavy traffic, slippery
pavement
Limited stop-line sight distance,
l¿rge yehicle, acute crossing

2-5

or trair from nonrecovery zone, does not
stoP

Driver stops, does not
detect train, attempts

7

to cross

Same as

Rl

Install gates, driver edu€tion

angle, heavy traffic

Driver recognizes signal
from approach zone,
does not stop, does not
detect train

DI

Rl

Same as R

9-14

Extended waming time; competing inputs-multiple
tracks, slippery pavement,
limited quadrant-sight dis-

Reloüte beghning of track circuit, provide constant warning
time detection, install gates,
driver edumtion

tance

Inexpe¡ienced or elderly
driver; competiag inputsheavy traffic, adjacent i¡tersection, multiple tracks;
limited quadrant-sighf

5-7

Driver recognizes signal
from approach zone,
does not stop, recognizes
trai¡ from nonrecovery
zone, attempts to stop
Driver recognizes signal
from approach zone,
does not stop, recognizes
trai¡ from nonrecoyery

D3

Install gates, driver educâtion

distance

Extended warnirg time,
limited quadrant-sight distance, truck driver; competing inputs-heavy traffic

Same as D I

9-14

Extended waming time; competing inputs-low train speed,
multiple tracks

Same as D I

9-12

Extended waming time, inexperienced or elderly driver,
limited quadrant-sight distance, competing inputs
Extended warning time, low
train speed, inexperienced

Same as D I

1

6-1

9

zone, does not stop

DriYer recognizes

signal

5

from approach zone,
brakes to stop, recognizes train, attempts to

Install gates, driver education

driYer, limited visibility

cross
aSee

Figure 4.

Table

2. Drive¡ eÌrors,

ass,oc¡ated contribut¡ng factors, and possibfe countermeasures at crossings

that hâve crossbucks.

Type of DriYer
Er¡o¡a

Pre-Crash-Event Sequence

(%)

Principal Contributing Factors

Possible Countermeasures

RI

Driver does not detect

31-36

Limited quadrant-sight dlstance,
acute crossing angle, low train
speed, low expectancy
Limited visibility-darknes,
restricted sight distance; in-

Remove sight obstructions,

Frequency

train
Train on crossitg, driver
recognizes train f¡om

R2

l9

nonrecovery zone, attempts to stop
R3

DriYer recognizes train
from nonrecovery zone,

attempts to stop
Driver recognizes train
from nonrecovery
zone, does not stop
Driver recognizes train
from approach zone,
does not stop
Driver recognizes train
from approach zone,
enters nonrecovery
zone, attempts to stop
Driver rccognizes train
from approach zone,
brakes to stop, attempts

R4

DI
D2

D3

to c¡oss
asee

Figu¡e 3,

t9
8-l I

experienced or elderly driver,
slippery pavement, internal
distractions
Limited quadrant-sight distance, low expectâncy

Limited sight distance,

automatic waming device
Reflectorization of rolling stock,
additional motorist furf ormation,
crossing iuumination

Same as R I

Same as R1

acute c¡ossing angle,
darkness
6-8

Inexpe¡ienæd or truck driver,
slippery pavement

Driver education

8

High approach speed, acute

Driver edumtion

crossing angle, low train
speed
3

Heavy traffic, multiple lanes,

low train speed, limited
visibility

add!

tional motorist i¡formation,

Driver educ¿tion
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tine problem because, even though the activated
signal indicated that a train was in the vicinity of
the crossing' ân unnecessarily long warning interval
elapsed before the hazard became visible.
similar countermeasures exíst for each of the
identified decision errors. The credibility problem
created by the extended warning times can be mini¡nized either by adjusting Èhe l-ength of the track
circuit to provide an approximately 25-s warning
time or by installing constant warning time detection equipment where the range of train operating
speeds is large. In sone cases, it may be desirable
to install gates to renove the driverrs option of
proceeding across the tracks ahead of the train.
Finallyr so¡ne benefits might be derived over the
Iong run through driver education activities that
would emphasize thê function and operation of gradecrossing signals and train-detection systems.
Recoqnition Errors at Crossings That Have Crossbucks

Of the 36 vehicle-train accidents investigated that
occurred at crossings that have only standard crossbuckr 7?-85 percent involved errors of driver recogof these' 22-25 percent involved late
nition.
recognition of a train that vras aLready on the
c

top.

The principal contributing factor for those accidents that involve a train already on the crossing

was Iimited visibility

due to darkness or

roadway

of
approaches whose alignment restricted vÍsibility
the crossing from the approach zone. This situation

often compounded by an inexperienced driver, a
driver who had reduced visual acuity due to age' or
possible internaL distractions due to the presence
of passengers.
Potential countermeasures for acci¿lents that involve recognition errors associated with an approaching train range from removal of the sight obstructions to the installation of autonatic-warning
devices. The forner is often i¡npractical, and the
Latter may not be cost effective. An alternative
countermeasure would be to provide the ¡notorist with
some type of addiüional information regarding the
nature of the hazard and an appropríate approach
speed to the crossing. For example, specíal ailvancewarning signs (!), as shown in Figure 5' couLd be
used to indicate the presence of limited sight distance, an acute crossing angle¡ or high-speed
trains. These could be supplemented with advisory
speed plates that indicate the ¡naximum speed at
which adequate quadrant visibility would be available. In sone situations, the use of a sToP sign
eras

might be warranted (6).

Decision Errors at Crossinqs That Have Crossbucks
Decision errors comprised only 17-19 percent of the

accidents investigated thåt occurred at crossings
that have crossbucks. The principal contributing
factor patterns were (a) an inexperienced driver or
a truck driver traveling on a pâvenent that is slippery and (b) crossings that hâve high-volume or
high-speed vehicular traffic in conbination with low
train speeds. Both situations can lead to indecisiveness or risk-taking on the part of the driver
due to the desire to avoid unnecessary delay.
Given the typically low train volumes found at
this type of crossing and that the train was recognized fron the approach zone, the principal counterneasures to this type of accident would appear to be
driver-education materials oriented tovrard better
understanding of the hazards posed by grade crossings and the appropriate actions that should be
taken once a train has been sighted.
CONCLUSIONS

ross ing .

The predorninant contríbuting factors associated
with the recognition of an apProaching train was
Ìimited quadrant-sight distance due to (a) vegetation, terraín features, or person-made objects or
(b) low driver expectancy as reflected by a very low
train volume. Low hazard exPectancy discourages
drivers from actively searching for a train. If a
visual search is conductedr the presence of sight
obstructions prevents the train fron being detected
in sufficient tine to bring the vehicle to a safe
s

flectorization of railroad roLling stock and illumination of crossings have been studied previously
(7r!), and both would appear to offer potentially
effective countermeasures for those accidents that
occur at night. For those accidents that occur during daylight, the recognition proble¡n was generally
created by ínadeguate visibil.ity of the crossing
from the approach zone. Because improvement of the
special
alignment of the roadway is often difficult,
advance-warning signs with advisory speed plates
might reduce the likelihood of this type of accident.

countermeasures for accidents that involve failure to recognize a train already on the crossing relate principally to improving either the conspicuity
of the train or the visibÍlity of the crossing. Re-

The results of this study reveal a number of con-

tributing factor patterns associated with driver
recognition and decision errors at rail-highway
grade crossings. Because of the relatively smalI
sanple of vehicle-train accidents that were reconstructed, it ís difficult to generalize on the frequency with which any given conbination of driver
error and principal contributing factors would occur
on a nationwide basis. Nevertheless, the results
are useful in explaining a behavioral basis for accidents at grade crossings and in identifying PotentiaL counter¡neasures.
Regarding vehic.Ie-train accidents at crossings
equipped with flashing-Iight signals, the study results suggest that the credibíIity of warning devices is a nore-important problem than conspícuity.
This is baseil on the approximately two-to-one ratio
in driver decision-to-recognítion errors. Lack of
credibility occurred principally due to unnecessaril.y long warning ti¡nes Prior to the actual arrival of the Èrain. Potential counterneasures to
the credibility problem include reduction in the
length of track circuits to ensure comPatlbility
with existing train operations and installation of
constant-warning-ti¡ne devices where the range In
train speeds is large.
For grade crossings that have crossbucks as the
single warning device¡ the study findings revealed
that approxinately 80 percent of the investígated
accidents at these crosslngs involve driver-recognition errors. The principal contributlng factors
yrere lack of quadrant-sight distance and low driver
these facexpectancy of the presence of a train.
tors create a behavior pattern in which drivers tend
not to look for a traln. lfhen an active visual
search ís made, the traln is often hidden fro¡n view
at the last point where the driver must rnake the
decision'to stop. Because removal of sight obstructíons and installation of autornatic-warning devices
are often found to be inpractical or not cost effective¡ a reasonable counterrneasure would be to Pro-
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vide the motorist nith more-complete information
about the nature of the hazard and an appropriate
safe approach speed. Thís could be accornpLished
with the use of special-message advance-warning
signs coupled with speed advisory plates.
!'inally, the results of the study indicate that
driver-education activities (such as O¡reration-Lifesaver) should offer an important contribution to the
safety problen at grade crossings by rnaklng motorists more auare of hazards at grade crossings and
how to respond to then. This includes an understanding of the function and operatlon of the various
types of warning devices.
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Pedestrian Cross Flows

Publicatíon of this paper sponsored by Committee on Railroad-Highway Grade
Clossings.

in Corridors

C.J, KHISTY

An ¡nvest¡gation ¡nto the nature of pedestrian cross flows in corr¡dors at r¡ght
angles to one another is described. This study was undertaken by using t¡melapse photography to determ¡ne the effect of a minor pedestrian flow crossing
a ma¡or pedestr¡an flow. Such cross flows of pedestrians are common in major
activity centers and in special event transportat¡on systems, such as universities,
bus stat¡ons, art galleries, museums, and places of entertainment. The results
of th¡s study were compared with those obtained from theoretical gap and
collision analysis. The comparisons were found to match closely. A design
criterion for facilities where cros flows of pedestrians occur is developed
based on the data gathered from the films and the theoretical analys¡s.

This paper describes a study undertaken at Washington State University to examine the charact.eristics
of pedestrian cross flows in corridors, passagerùays,
and hallways and to determine the effect of one
pedestrian fLow crossing another. Statistical
analysis was used to expJ-ain these characÈeristics
and to establish a design criterion for facilities
rdhere such cross flows of pedestrians occur. Flow
characteristics of pedestrians in single channels
have been studied and docu¡nented by several researchers (À-4). However, investigations into the
nature and characteristics of pedestrian cross flows
is very limited (5).
Pedestrian crossÍng move¡nents in this study were
observed by using time-lapse photography. Speêddensity-flow relations were established fro¡n data
derived from fil¡ns. pedestrían conflicts at cross
flows were also observed and analyzed from films.
Subsequently, a theoretical gap ânalysis was used to
verlfy the experimental work. A design criterion
based on this investigatíon ís suggested for pedestrÍan facilíties.

PEDESTRIAN CROSS FIOWS

Cross floi{s of pedestrians are ubiquitous. Corridors, passages, and hallways in schools, bookíng
offices, cine¡na theaters, art galleries, museums,
and places of entertainment, are instances where such
cross flows are comîonly observecl. llhere pedestrian
densitÍes are low, cross fLo$¡s of pedestrians seldom
create problemst but when the pedestrian densities
ín one or both streâms are heavy, the probabii.ity of
conflicts is high.
Corridors, for instance, dominate the space
configuration in buildings. When tvro corridors
cross one another, their users have to use a co¡nmon
area, si¡nilar to an uncontrolleal highway intersection. Corridors in school and coLl-ege buildings
serve to circulâte their users when class schedutes
require movement of students and faculty on an
hourly basis. ConflÍcts of two pedestrian streams
at the junction of two corridors are aII too common
in such sÍtuations. $lhen corridor widths are narrow
and the pedestrian concentrations are high in both
streams, pedestrian walking speeds, particularty in
the ninor flow¡ come to a standstill and queues
build up. In the major flow there is evidence of
extremely restricted walking speeds, shuffling, and
frequent conflicts. One of the reasons for this
condition is Èhat corridor widths are usually determined by buildÍng codes rather than with respect to
pedestrian traffic de¡nand. Even those guidelines
and design criteria currently used for corriclor
design do not takè cognizance of cross-flow con-

